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***MEDIA RELEASE***

Congresswoman Judy Chu Statement on Republican Assembly Candidate Matthew Lin’s Latest False Statement

Lin continues to mislead voters with a blatantly false statement to the World Journal in an attempt to cover up his effort to mislead voters with fake endorsements

“I was shocked to see news reports today in which Matthew Lin claims to have spoken to me personally to apologize for the unauthorized and illegal use of my photo in his campaign mail in an attempt to deceive voters into thinking I support his candidacy.

“Matthew Lin has not apologized nor has he complied with the requests in the cease and desist letter that was sent to him at a Wednesday afternoon press conference.

“Instead, Lin has lied yet again to voters and the media. The truth and the facts remain the same. In a clear attempt to deceive voters, Lin sent mailers that included pictures of myself, State Controller John Chiang, Congressman Adam Schiff, and Mayor Villaraigosa. We do not support Matthew Lin. We oppose Matthew Lin. We have also requested that he stop using our images and send a mailer to let voters know the truth. Instead, he has continued to lie, this time, stooping to a new low by completely fabricating a story to the media.”
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